New Opportunities

Ishita Singh
Vellore Institute of Technology
Vellore, Tamil Nadu, India

“The culture, the people, and the leaders of ISA have made my student membership a great experience. I enjoy reading the white papers and periodic newsletters sent by ISA about automation insights, industry news, and new products and innovations across the globe. ISA is equipping me with knowledge to be an engineer, and I feel privileged to be a part of the extended network.”

New Responsibilities

David Herbert
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

“ISA offers many opportunities for students including exclusive scholarships, monthly technical talks, an international student competition, and excellent networking opportunities. Getting involved with a student section is a great way to develop leadership and managerial skills that can only be developed with hands-on experience. The skills I have learned coordinating student events can be directly transferred to my resume as desirable responsibilities sought after by employers.”

New Connections

Álex Renedo Estévez
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
Madrid, Spain

“ISA is a growing family of professionals who learn from each other, constantly building connections in search of healthy, trustful, and enduring relationships. Being an active member of an ISA student section has given me opportunities to travel, meet interesting new people, and access different educational experiences with good discounts.”

Begin the journey to your future as an automation professional.

Join Today! www.isa.org/join